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AUTHOR BIO:  

Carol Fitzpatrick is a visionary and spiritual activist who has been mentoring new 

paradigm leaders for the past 25 years. She is the author of two books, Fear Not My 

Child (2002) and A Call to Remember, (Oct. 2008). She is the founder of Living the 

Miracle: A Center for New Paradigm Leadership and Global Network, which supports 

people that are on the cutting edge of bringing about radical change to the face of our 

human family. Her prophetic teachings, while rooted in the practical application of 

modern-day life, provide a higher perspective for those seeking the key to realizing the 

ultimate goal of human transcendence.   

 
 

SHORT:  

Carol Lynn Fitzpatrick is a visionary, metaphysical author and spiritual activist. Her 

platform of living in the flow of joy has evolved from a grassroots wake-up call into an 

international movement. 

 

LONGER: 

Fitzpatrick is a visionary, author and advocate for a new form of global activism. Her 

platform of teaching new paradigm leaders how to live in the flow of joy has evolved 

from a grassroots wake-up call into an international movement. She is the founder Living 



the Miracle: A Center for New Paradigm Leadership and Global Network, and the author 

of two books, Fear Not My Child and A Call to Remember: Follow Your Heart, Change 

the World. 

 

The foundation of her work began in 2001, when Fitzpatrick formed a partnership with 

husband Mark Torgeson. She combined her prophetic work with his passion for music 

and their mutual exploration of vibration to transform and heal. 

 

Today, her prophetic teachings and transformational practices are rooted in the practical 

application of modern-day life, and have taken form as spiritual mentoring, transpersonal 

healing, and group activations. Fitzpatrick teaches others how to follow the energy 

patterns of their lives, and how to change absolutely anything about their past, present or 

future by aligning with one's heart's desire. The energetic and sound healing is in an 

integral part of this practice. 

 

The precursor for her work began in 1989, when she began unraveling the mysteries of a 

transformation that took her deep into the mystical realms of the Divine. In 2001, she 

authored her first book, Fear Not My Child. Emerging from the Spiral of Fear. By late 

2003, she began speaking and doing workshops. In late 2006, she wrote a second book 

based on her prophetic work with individuals: A Call to Remember. Follow Your Heart, 

Change the World was published in Oct. 2008. She is also the author of a monthly e-

communique’ called Light Streamings, and has written articles on the subject of spiritual 

transformation. 

 

Carol resides in Fredericksburg, Virginia, and is the mother of two grown children. 

 

 


